Each flower creates
around 300 creamy
hand washes or 30 full
bath/shower soaps.
Drop a few petals in
the bath water for skinsoftening soaks.
Wonderful for shaving
soaps as well. A soap
bar awaits at the
bottom of the flower.

About Bathing
Petal Flowers
Each handmade
flower has at least 35
hand-pieced petals to
make a unique floral
design made with
moisturizing goat’s
milk, coconut oil, and
shea butter soap.

All of our bath
products are
handmade with at least
97% natural
ingredients. We have a
variety of fragrances.
Every fragrance is
phthalate free. Our
flowers are
approximately 5” in
diameter.

Presented in a classic
white box with printed
information and
directions. The flower
is in cello and secured
inside the box. The lid
may be removed to
clearly see the flower.
The boxes are
stackable on their
sides, so that a
beautiful display may
be created.
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In the original
packaging, they may
be stored at room
temperature for 18-24
months. Once the
packaging is opened,
the flower may be
enjoyed as desired or
left intact for décor.
Enjoying one petal
from the outside
leaves the rest of the
bloom intact.

Scent tester tins have
the flower name on it
and enable the
customers to smell the
flower scent without
opening the packaging.

Each flower
has its own unique
design + scent.

We send signage,
loose petals, and
beautiful social media
pictures to share.
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Fall Collection
We all love the sunflowers in fall, so we have large and petite versions in
sunflower & pumpkin scents! The new fall sugar maple leaves are a perfect addon! The fall macarons compliment the skincare line with matching colors and
scents. Other fall colors round out the collection
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Fall Collection 2020

HARVEST MORNING
Bathing Petal Flower
A classic sunflower is a delightful gift
that brings thoughts of happiness.
Add a ray of sunshine to anyone’s
day.
FRAGRANCE
Floral notes, field of flowers

HARVEST MORNING
Petite Flower
A classic sunflower is a delightful gift
that brings thoughts of happiness.
Add a ray of sunshine to anyone’s
day. Now in our new petite classic
sunflower.
FRAGRANCE
Floral notes, field of flowers

PUMPKIN PATCH
Bathing Petal Flower
A perfect blend of some of our
favorite fall things like pumpkin pie
and fields of sunflowers.
FRAGRANCE
Pumpkin with hints of cinnamon and
clove

See the Petite Flower section for
details on petite flowers

FALL IN LOVE
SUGAR SCRUB MACARONS
PUMPKIN PATCH
Petite Flower
A perfect blend of some of our
favorite fall things like pumpkin pie
and cinnamon spice now in our new
petite sunflower.
FRAGRANCE
Pumpkin with hints of cinnamon and
clove
See the Petite Flower section for
details on petite flowers

SUGAR MAPLE
BATHING LEAVES
A new elegant leaf set inspired by
maple leaves symbolizing strength,
power, and our ever changing lives.
We love these special leaves, and you
will too.
FRAGRANCE
Warm Honey Almond
See the Bathing Brooches & Leaves
section for packaging details

BOXED COLLECTION
INCLUDES 1 OF EACH
PUMPKIN PATCH – ORANGE
Pumpkin + hint of clove
HARVEST MORING – YELLOW
Floral notes + field of flowers
RICH BLESSINGS - PURPLE
Florals + crisp air
ALSO SOLD MACARON
SINGLES
See macaron sugar scrub
section for details
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Holiday & Christmas Collection
This year, we are adding frost colors into the mix with lots of options from
petite snowflake flowers to other frosty flowers. Christmas colors are bright in
flowers & macarons. A perfect way to have a colorfully scented Christmas!
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Holiday & Christmas Collection 2020

PEPPERMINT PEONY
Bathing Petal Flower
A red and white peony bloom with a
refreshing blend of peppermint
essential oils and peppermint
fragrance. It is sure to help revive you
and refresh you each time you smell
it! Red and white colors vary with
each flower.
FRAGRANCE
Minty refreshing blends of
peppermint essential oil and
peppermint fragrance

UNDER THE MISTLETOE
Bathing Petal Flower
A new traditional Christmas colored
flower with rich hues of Christmas
greens and red put together in a
whimsical color layered style. You’ll
love to have this under your
Christmas tree.
FRAGRANCE
A Sweet blend of Anjou pear, white
musk, and Christmas spirit.

HOLIDAY BERRY
Bathing Petal Flower
Poinsettia Inspired by the holiday
poinsettia that has beautiful reds and
creams. This sparkling center began
as an inspiration piece hand-sculpted
from clay. Scented with a wonderful
berry fragrance that infuses the bath
with holiday festivity and cheer.
FRAGRANCE
Fragrance Bright, juicy raspberry
intermingled with orange zest and
warm musk

HOLIDAY COLLECTION
SUGAR SCRUB MACARONS

GLISTENING SNOWFLAKE
Petite Flower
A delicate snowflake to remind us of
magical winter days, and glistening
snowy mornings. Finished in a winter
blue, and sparkling snowy white
center, this snowflake will make the
perfect special gift.
FRAGRANCE
A delicate blend of lily, jasmine, and
light vanilla.
See the Petite Flower section for
details on petite flowers

BOXED COLLECTION
INCLUDES 1 OF EACH
LOVE AT FIRST SNOW
Bathing Petal Flower
Snowfall in love with a pretty
shimmering snow-lady soap in icy
light blue petals.
FRAGRANCE
A delicate blend of lily, jasmine, and
light vanilla.

RED HOT HOLIDAY – RED
Apple + touch of cinnamon
VANILLA CASHMERE – CREAM
Soft vanilla
CHARTREUSE PEAR – GREEN
Anjou pear + soft musk
ALSO SOLD MACARON
SINGLES
See macaron sugar scrub
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Bathing Petal Flowers

SOMETHING BLUE
A dreamy white bloom with
something blue just for you. Perfect
for a bridal or all occasion gift.
FRAGRANCE
A fusion of clementine, violet, and
freesia make this unique blend of
fragrances work together in perfect
harmony.

New All Occasion Blooms July 2020

JAVA GEM
Let our coffee inspired flower take
you away to your favorite coffee
shop. Its soothing coffee and cream
swirled petals complement our eye
catching coffee beans center, all
enhanced with touches of gold
shimmer.
FRAGRANCE
A rich aroma of fresh roasted coffee
beans, topped with sugar crystals.

RASPBERRY RENDEZVOUS
A red-burgundy center set in soft
ivory petals. A perfect pick of berries
and cream.
FRAGRANCE
Creamy rich berry blends.

TWILIGHT SAPPHIRE
A romantic flower in an alluring light
sapphire blue
FRAGRANCE
A delicate blend of lily, jasmine and
light vanilla.

RICH BLESSINGS
A royal violet center that depicts the
rich blessings in our lives. The
decorative center is surrounded by
soft lavender colored petals.
FRAGRANCE
Distinct notes of florals and crisp,
cool air
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New All Occasion Blooms January 2020

Bestseller #5
BUTTERFLY KISSES
A cream colored bloom with a
delicate pink center and golden
flecked petal tips. Inspired by the
twitterpated beginning of new love
creating dreams of butterfly kisses
and fairytale wishes.

DESERT DAWN
An icy blue desert succulent inspired
by beautiful succulent gardens, and
the notion of a desert wanderer
drifting towards love. Succulents
symbolize timeless love.

FRAGRANCE
An intriguing blend of cashmeran,
sweet melon, and hints of rich florals.

FRAGRANCE
A bright warm glow of crisp cactus
pear and ginger

HEARTFELT SPLENDOR
Our newest hot pink bloom is a bold
and show stopping flower. Its two
toned design gives this whimsical
bloom definition, and reminds us of
the famous pink flamingo and their
symbolic meaning of releasing strong
emotions.
FRAGRANCE
A rich fusion of wild red berries,
waterlily, honeysuckle, and lovely
tulips topped with creamy woods.

MIDNIGHT ROMANCE
A captivating mauve blossom that fills
your senses with tropical florals and
dainty notes of melon
FRAGRANCE
A lush floral blend with a hint of
melon

SWEET BLUSH
A classic blush pink bloom inspired
by love. With delicate heart shaped
petals and feminine scent, it makes
the perfect gift for your special
someone.
FRAGRANCE
A sweet aromatic blend of amber,
lily, and sparkling woods.
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New All Occasion Blooms January 2020

GREATEST LOVE
A romantic light blush bloom with a
silky yellow center. With this bloom's
ruffled and luminous look, it gives us
those warming feelings of abiding
love.
FRAGRANCE
A blend of peonies, hyacinth, and
light apple blossoms making this
aroma awaken the senses.

TRANQUILITY
A refreshing succulent with beautiful
blue green hues and touches of gold
making this an enchanting and bright
bloom.
FRAGRANCE
A fresh blend of cooling cucumber
and light green tea.

FOREVER FRIENDS
The yellow rose is known as the
“friendship rose” and this mix of soft
and deep yellows harmonize and
beautifully contrast just like the best
of friends.
FRAGRANCE
Wonderful lemon mixed with
bergamot and succulent orange

GRACIOUS PEARL
A heavenly white garden rose made
uniquely without a fragrance. With its
elegant swirled petals, you will love
this special flower. It is perfect for
our customers who prefer no
perfumes or dyes.
FRAGRANCE
Our one of a kind fragrance free
rose. Get lost in the moisturizing care
of our shea butter and goats milk
blend.

EVERLASTING LOVE
A classic ivory garden rose that is
inspired by a timeless bridal flower.
This garden rose is a favorite for an
elegant and youthful appeal.
FRAGRANCE
Soft vanilla cashmere
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All Occasion Blooms

Bestseller #2

Bestseller #3

CHERRY BLOSSOM
A romantic walk down a cherry
blossom filled path. The vintage look
of the garden rose gives this flower a
soft, delicate feel. The cherry
blossom scent is wonderfully blended
to create a perfect spring scent.

JULIET’S DREAM
This hand-pieced soap flower has
varying colors of petals creating a
range from pale yellow to bright
melon or tangerine. You’ll feel as if
you are bathing in a garden tub
surrounded by fragrant blooms.

FRAGRANCE
Bright cherry blossom with hints of
sparkling lemon and orange with
comforting cotton, vanilla and musk.

FRAGRANCE
This mouth-watering mélange bursts
of tropical delight. Succulent papaya
& mango complete this island aroma.

Bestseller #1
GRACEFUL DAY GARDENIA
A creamy white gardenia bloom
inspired by the kindness of a graceful
day.
FRAGRANCE
A favorite gardenia fragrance, the
refreshing floral aroma of summer
time gardenias and elegant lilies.

Bestseller #4
MISSISSIPPI QUEEN
MAGNOLIA
A warm white magnolia crowned with
a hand-carved, emerald green
stamen. The magnolia symbolizes
hospitality in the south, and this
flower invites everyone to enjoy the
majestic magnolia.
FRAGRANCE
A timeless magnolia scent

Bestseller #6
VINTAGE ROSE
A peachy-pink rose inspired by
vintage times with a fresh rose scent.
Each time you smell your bloom, be
transported to a rose garden where
the petals are filled with nature's
bathing ingredients.
FRAGRANCE
A classic, romantic blend of fresh
green leafy notes with fresh rose
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Bestseller #9

SWEET OCEAN BREEZE
We are in love with this new flower.
It is a spa retreat.
FRAGRANCE
Coconut and blue agave

HONEYSUCKLE HERILOOM
Delicate layers of honeysuckle
scented bathing petals. Inspired by
vintage heirloom roses that may trail
over a palace gate.
FRAGRANCE
A true to honeysuckle scent with a
hint of fresh green aroma.

Bestseller #8
GOD’S GRACE
The team named this creamy white
garden rose God’s Grace. We have
always had “by God’s grace” on our
labels from the beginning, and we are
grateful to now have something that
represents God’s amazing grace in a
flower.

SERENDIPITY
Garden rose inspired bursting with
fresh corals
FRAGRANCE
Orange and cranberry sparkling mix

Bestseller #7
HEAVEN SCENT
Pink Carnations represent a true,
lasting love. These ruffled petals
could represent a peony as well.
FRAGRANCE
Vanilla & white sandalwood

FRAGRANCE
Sweet rain
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Bestseller #10
APPLE OF MY EYE
A warm cinnamon, coral color that
has been enjoyed year-round.

DEWY GARDENS
Cool and refreshing cucumber melon
medley. It smells as fresh as a dewy
garden.

FRAGRANCE
Sparkling apple champagne with a
touch of wild berries, pear and spice

SOUTHERN CHARM
A creamy white magnolia with a soft
golden yellow center. Inspired by
southern charm, kindness and
hospitality. Being truly welcomed is
refreshing.
FRAGRANCE
Lemongrass & white tea

FRAGRANCE
Cucumber melon

DAY IN PARIS
A peony blossom soap flower in
delicate layers of pink. Inspired by an
aromatic day in Paris. A light peony
flower scent. Take in the aroma and
imagine a Paris flower market with
beautiful peonies.
FRAGRANCE
Gentle wisps of peony are the first to
bloom in this elegant bouquet.

BEAUTIFUL SKY
A creamy white rose bloom soap
flower inspired by the lightness of
clouds and fresh air.
FRAGRANCE
A light, clean blend of apricot,
geranium, cucumber and fresh water.
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BERRY BLISS
Each petal, soft and pink, of this
classic rose is filled with a
sophisticated fragrance. Feel as
though you are walking through a
garden of fresh berries and delicate
pink roses.

JASMINE MIST
Soft Jasmine and rain scent with a
hint of taupe color in the center.

FRAGRANCE
Ripe raspberry intermingled with
orange zest and warm musk.

FRENCH BERRY
This handmade soap flower is a fun
mix of pink and white variegated
colors. The center has pink and
white twirls of petals and the scent is
a fresh berry blend that is a favorite.
FRAGRANCE
The scent of summer-ripened berries
blends delectably with a hint of green
leaf.

FRAGRANCE
Jasmine and rain

AMETHYST LAVENDER
Inspired by the variety purple and
green centered scabiosa (pincushion)
flowers featured in beautiful bridal
bouquets. The color variations give
this flower an interesting mix of
smoky purples. The textured stamen
is the same moisturizing soap that will
feel wonderful on the skin.
FRAGRANCE
Lavender sage

GLORIA ANGEL
A shimmering creamy angel flower
whose wings and dress are handpainted with golden vegetable-based
soap paint and touched with
shimmer. Named after Gloria Patris,
Latin for “Glory be to the Father”.
FRAGRANCE
Clean freesia
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MAKE A WISH
A sweet-smelling bath treat! This
birthday flower was designed with
fun, celebration and birthday cake in
mind! It’s bursting with confetti blue,
pink, and purple with swirls and a
gold soap candle

BLEU SHORELINE
Using an ocean rain petal, this soft
blue color and fragrance will turn
your bath or shower in to shoreline
experience. This one is a perfect spa
flower.

FRAGRANCE
Freshly frosted birthday cake

FRAGRANCE
Crisp ozone notes with sea salt,
orange and rose.

MARIE’S DEBUT
Inspired by the story of Mary
Magdalene, this flower is named
Marie’s Debut meaning “Mary’s
beginning” in French.
FRAGRANCE
Fresh, new peaches

LOST IN PARADISE
This green dahlia reminds us of a
succulent as well, and we love the
fresh feel of the green.
FRAGRANCE
Lemon fruit & sugarcane

SUNNY DAYS
The anticipation of Sunny Days
brings a smile to anyone’s face. Let
this flower fill your day with sunshine
and bath with joy.
FRAGRANCE
Warm Honey Almond
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PINK PATTY BALLERINA
Layers of pink with a ballerina soap
center

SUGAR PLUM BALLERINA
Layers of plum purple with a
ballerina soap center

BALLET RECITAL BALLERINA
Layers of frosty blues with a ballerina
soap center

FRAGRANCE
Sugar plum

FRAGRANCE
Vanilla bean

FRAGRANCE
Youthful sophistication, hyacinth

KING CAKE FLOWER
Inspired by the Mardi Gras King
Cake, this flower has a soap baby
center

MARDI GRAS QUEEN
Inspired by Mardi Gras, this golden
crown sparkles and is fit for a Mardi
Gras Queen.

FRAGRANCE
Fresh frosting

FRAGRANCE
Magnolia
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Bathing Petals
& Petite Flowers
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Petite Flowers
To go along with our large blooms, we now
offer petite versions of those flowers, as well
as, other petite flowers. These are perfect for
event gifts, smaller gifts and more.

They are 3.5” in diameter and gift boxed as
pictured to the right. They are made with the
same wonderful soap blend as our large
blooms. Each petite flower offers up to 75
hand washes.
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CHERRY BLOSSOM
Inspired tea roses. Each handmade
flower has 30 small petals that may
be torn off for hand washes, cleansing
in the bath or shower, or placed into
tub water to melt for a skin-softening
soak.

GRACEFUL DAY GARDENIA
Inspired by the gardenia flower. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.

FRAGRANCE
Bright cherry blossom with hints of
sparkling lemon and orange with
comforting cotton, vanilla and musk.

FRAGRANCE
A favorite gardenia fragrance, the
refreshing floral aroma of summer
time gardenias and elegant lilies.

AMETHYST LAVENDER
Inspired by the garden roses. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.

TRANQUILITY
Inspired by Amber’s small succulent
on her task desk, this mini succulent
offers the same bathing experience,
and can add a touch of life to any
room in your home.

FRAGRANCE
Lavender sage

FRAGRANCE
A fresh blend of cooling cucumber
and light green tea.

SWEET BLUSH
Inspired by the garden roses. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.
FRAGRANCE
A sweet aromatic blend of amber,
lily, and sparkling woods.

ENCHANTED ORCHID
A six petal orchid has a hand-painted
center with a touch of shimmering
gold and deep magenta. The petals
may be used one at a time for bathing
and multiple hand washes
FRAGRANCE
An intoxicating blend of jasmine and
fresh muguet with notes of violet and
lemon intertwined.
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HUGS & KISSES
Send hugs & kisses through a flower
making their day much more special.
FRAGRANCE
Bright, sparkling lemon and orange
with comforting cotton, vanilla and
musk.

BEAUTIFUL SKY
Inspired by tea roses. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.
FRAGRANCE
Fresh water, a light, clean blend of
apricot, geranium, cucumber and
fresh water.

SWEET HEART
A traditional red and white valentine
symbolizing romance and love. This
makes the perfect gift for your
sweetheart any time of year.
FRAGRANCE
A light, clean blend of apricot,
geranium, cucumber, and
freshwater.

LITTLE DAISY
A creamy white daisy with a golden
stamen that has 30 petals that is
perfect for baby, a little one, or
anyone who loves daisies.
FRAGRANCE FREE

FOREVER FRIENDS
Inspired by tea roses. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.
FRAGRANCE
Wonderful lemon mixed with
bergamot and succulent orange

JULIET’S DREAM
Inspired by tea roses. Each
handmade flower has 30 small petals
that may be torn off for hand washes,
cleansing in the bath or shower, or
placed into tub water to melt for a
skin-softening soak.
FRAGRANCE
This mouth-watering mélange bursts
of tropical delight. Succulent papaya
& mango complete this island aroma.
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Bathing Brooches & Leaves
Bathing Brooches match the scent and color of some of our classic flowers. The Vintage Bathing
Leaves match Juliet’s Dream fragrance of mango papaya. Add the small soaps by the matching flower
in your guest suite and your guest will have fun choosing which soap to use. Inspired by vintage
brooches and wedding bouquet foliage. Each brooch offers up to 27 hand washes. Boxed a 5x7 box
with clear lid

JULIET’S DREAM
BATHING LEAVES
Matches Juliet’s Dream
Flower
Green with hint of shimmer

MISSISSIPPI MAGNOLIA
BATHING LEAVES
Matches Mississippi Queen
Flower
Deep Green

FRAGRANCE
Mango Papaya

FRAGRANCE
Magnolia
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JULIET’S DREAM
BATHING BROOCHES
Matches Juliet’s Dream Garden Rose
Sherbet + Light Yellow
FRAGRANCE
Mango Papaya

GARDENIA
BATHING BROOCHES
Matches Graceful Day Gardenia
Flower
Creamy White
FRAGRANCE
Gardenia flowers

VINTAGE ROSE
BATHING BROOCHES
Matches Vintage Rose Flower
Peachy-Pink + Creamy White
FRAGRANCE
Fresh Rose

Also in creamy white Honeysuckle Heirloom and light pink Cherry Blossom
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Sugar Scrub Macarons
Designed with three-part macarons in mind and made with a special
sugar scrub mixture that moisturizes while exfoliates for soft, smooth
skin.
Made with pure cane sugar that has just the right texture for gentle
and effective exfoliation, sweet almond oil and shea butter for
moisturizing the skin. Each macaron can be fully enjoyed by
breaking a piece into the hands and scrubbing onto moistened skin.
Each single macaron is approximately 3 body scrubs or 6 leg scrubs
Single macarons ship to be displayed openly and clear bags with
Ribbon are provided for a bakery experience purchase.

BERRY BLISS
Pink
Sophisticated Berry

VANILLA CASHMERE
Creamy White
Soft Vanilla

SWEET OCEAN BREEZE
Blue-Green
Coconut Agave
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DEWY GARDENS
Bright Green
Cucumber Melon

AMETHYST LAVENDER
Lavender
Lavender Sage

HARVEST MORNING
Happy Yellow
Field of Flowers

Sugar Scrub Macaron
Collections
Boxed sets of sugar scrub
macarons can be ordered
in singles. They are in 3
delightful collections.
PEACH OF MY HEART
Peach
Fresh Peach

MINT TO BE
Mint Green
Chocolate Mint

CLASSIC COLLECTION
Peach of My Heart, Vanilla
Cashmere, and Mint to Be
SWEET DELIGHTS
COLLECTION
Berry Bliss, Vanilla
Cashmere, and Sweet Ocean
Breeze
REFRESHING DAY
COLLECTION
Dewy Gardens, Vanilla
Cashmere, and Amethyst
Lavender
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Bathing Petals Story
We are sometimes asked about how the
idea came for our soap flowers, so we
thought we would include this little story to
honor someone who inspired it. Teresa was
one of the kindest women I had met. It was
at a time when she was in the hospital, and
we were making soap bars. It seemed like a
good idea to take her soap flower bars stuck
on craft sticks and arrange in a vase like a
bouquet of sorts. After she had settled back
at home, I hoped that she would use the
soap for her skin. She said that she would
rather look at the soap bars than use them.
On the ride home, thoughts were shuffling
around about how she could use the soap
and enjoy its floral décor too. That’s when
the spark came for making soap flowers
where only one petal at a time is used. We
now try to add the dual element of form and
function to many of our designs so that they
are full sensory experiences of sight, smell,
and touch. We always love to hear your
suggestions too, and we are happy to answer
any questions.

ORIGINAL HANDMADE BATH PRODUCTS
A’marie’s Bath Flower Shop | www.amariesbathflowershop.com
amber@amariesbathflowershop.com | 601-706-9270
Americasmart: Building 3, Floor 3, Booth 2415
Check us out on Facebook, Instagram, and explore tips on our Blog
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